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  GENERAL PROCEDURES 
a. Arrival aircraft, should continue maintaining assigned Mode-S code until parking on the 

stand. Then, Mode S code 2000 shall be set before selecting OFF or STDBY mode. 

b. Pilots of departing aircraft shall receive the ATC clearance via vCPDLC system, unless otherwise 
specified by ATC. 

c. If unable to receive ATC clearance via vCPDLC, the flight crew shall contact with Clearance 
Delivery 122.625 MHz for ATC clearance and at first contact shall report; “Call Sign + Stand 
Position + Code confirming ATIS message received (e.g. Information A)”. There may be delays 
while transmitting ATC clearances by radiotelephony. 

d. GNSS based RNAV STARs for LTFJ starts from the waypoint/fixes designated as TOKER, GINLI, 
GUMRU, ETAMP, IZMAL, DRAMO and IBODU; these waypoints/fixes shall be the last element 
of the flight plan route. 

e. GNSS based RNAV SIDs for LTFJ ends at the waypoint/fixes designated as MAKOL, OSMEV, 
ASMAP, RATVU, IVGUS, BARPE, VADEN, TUDBU and IBLAL; these waypoints/fixes shall be the 
first element of the flight plan route. 

vCPDLC system will not be used until a second announcement. 

 

PUSH BACK PROCEDURE 
a. Traffic with transponder code not set will not be allowed for push-back. 
b. Traffic cleared for push-back and start-up must start push-back within 1 minute at the least. 

Otherwise ATC unit will give estimated start-up time. 
c. Aircraft shall push-back from the parking areas to the nearest taxiway centerlines, unless 

otherwise specified by ATC. 
d. It is forbidden to make power back through using engines’ reverse thrust 
 

STANDARD TAXI ROUTES 
To minimise frequency congestion and to avoid long taxi clearances, ATC unit will give 

clearances via standard taxi routes with clearly defined clearance limits. 

Standard taxi routes for departures; 

To 06 J point via C,R,S,Q ; to 24 E point via C,R,S,Q clear to traffics. 

 

APPROACH PROCEDURES 
a. Heavy turbulence category aircraft at first contact with each sector shall report; 

Call Sign + “HEAVY” + ... 
b. Aircraft are expected to maintain altitude 3000 Feet until Glide Path Interception for Runway 

06 
c. Aircraft are expected to maintain altitude 4000 Feet until Glide Path Interception for Runway 

24 
d. When cleared ILS for RWY 06, do not engage ILS before Localizer intercept points OBIXI 
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e. When cleared ILS for RWY 24, do not engage ILS before Localizer intercept points OKIPI 
f. When approaching to 06 via STAR, ATC may clear the ACFT to the Holding Points FJ630 or 

HERKE when required. 
g. When approaching to 24 via STAR, ATC may clear the ACFT to the Holding Point FJ476 or 

HERKE when required. 
h. Minimum rate of descend at Holding Points is 1000 FT/MIN 
i. The ACFTs are required to plan their descend to comply with the level and speed restrictions 

depicted on the procedure. If unable will lose the sequence and be subject to a delaying 
action. 

PHRASEOLOGIES 
a. ATC will clear the aircraft to the ILS approach for the relevant runway via TRANSITION before 

the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) with the following radiotelephony phraseology: 
“CLEARED FOR ILS APPROACH RWY ….. ” 

 

b. ICAO STANDARD SID/STAR PHRASEOLOGIES 

         The core phraseologies are: 

i. CLIMB VIA SID TO (level) 

ii. DESCEND VIA STAR TO (level) 

                       1- These require the aircraft to:  

 Climb/Descend to the cleared level and comply with published level 
restrictions 

 Follow the lateral profile of the SID/STAR, 

 Comply with published speed restrictions or ATC-issued speed control 
instructions as applicable. 

 

  2- Phraseology for removal of level restrictions is: 

CLIMB/DESCEND VIA SID/STAR TO (level), CANCEL LEVEL RESTRICTION(S) 

These require aircraft to: 

 Climb/Descend to the cleared level; published level restrictions are cancelled 

 Follow the lateral profile of the SID/STAR, 

 Comply with published speed restrictions or ATC-issued speed control 
instructions as applicable. 
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                      3- Phraseology for removal of speed restrictions is: 

                  CLIMB/DESCEND VIA SID/STAR TO (level), CANCEL SPEED RESTRICTION(S) 

These require aircraft to: 

 Climb/Descend to the cleared level and comply with the published level 
restrictions 

 

 Follow the lateral profile of the SID/STAR 

 Published speed restrictions or ATC-issued speed control instructions are 
cancelled 

 

   4- Phraseology for removal of level and speed restrictions is: 

CLIMB/DESCEND UNRESTRICTED TO (level) 

These require aircraft to: 

 Climb/Descend to the cleared level; published level restrictions are cancelled 

 Follow the lateral profile of the SID/STAR 

 Published speed restrictions or ATC-issued speed control instructions are 
cancelled 

 

 Refer to ICAO PANS-ATM Document 4444 for the remaining SID/STAR 
Phraseologies 

 

c. It is the responsibility of the pilot to comply with the requirements of the ICAO 
standard SID/STAR phraseologies; any deviation may lead to separation 
infringements and may jeopardize the safe operation of other aircraf 
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POINT MERGE SYSTEM 
a. LTFJ STARs are based on Point Merge System (PMS). Each STAR contains segments 

forming a curved sequencing leg equidistant from the Merge Point (MP). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

b. Merging to the next segment (TRANSITION) is then achieved by direct clearance to the merge 
point 

c. LTFJ MPs that are at the same time designated as Initial Approach Fixes are; VASTE, EVBIR, 
DIVDI and INSTA 

d. Arriving aircraft established on the STAR may expect clearance direct to the relevant MP only 
when the traffic permit 

 
 

RNAV ARRIVALS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 1G 1H 

GINLI 06 24 

DRAMO 06 24 

GUMRU 06 24 

TOKER 06 24 

IZMAL 06 24 

ETAMP 06 24 

IBODU 06 24 
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REVISED RNAV PROCEDURES 

 
                        DEPARTURES                                ARRIVALS 

Old Fix Name New RNAV Old Fix Name New RNAV 

MISRO ROXUK TETSA GINLI 

MOPIN NUGBA GELBU DRAMO 

PIMAV ROXUK ATVEP IBODU 

MARMA IVGUS TURKO IZMAL 

GOLDO BARPE ELVON ETAMP 

VADEN VADEN PIMAV TOKER 

IBLAL IBLAL PIMAV OTSAN 

MAKOL MAKOL PAZAR GUMRU 

ASMAP ASMAP 

 
RNAV DEPARTURES 
 

 
 

 2J 2K 2L 2M 
ROXUK 06 24 - - 
NUGBA 06 24 - - 
ASMAP 06 24 - - 
IVGUS 06 24 - 24 (LTFM 34/35) 
BARPE 06 24 - 24 (LTFM 34/35) 
VADEN 06 24 06 (LTFM 16/17) - 
IBLAL 06 24 06 (LTFM 16/17) - 

MAKOL 06 24 06 (LTFM 16/17) - 
TUDBU 06 24 06 (LTFM 16/17) - 
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